Idaho Complete Count Committee (ICCC)

Next Meeting: Thursday, March 12, 2020,
Time: 10:00am – 12:00pm

LOCATION CHANGE DUE TO LEGISLATURE IN SESSION:
Association of Counties Local Government Center 2nd floor, 3100 S Vista Avenue Boise ID

Staff Contact: Andrew Mitzel, Senior Advisor Office of the Governor, 208 695 5440

Co Chairs: Secretary of State Lawerence Denney, Idenney@sos.idaho.gov , Wendy Jaquet, wendyjaquet@gmail.com

Introductions
Minutes of February 13th meeting

Review: Our State Committee is a cross-sector collaboration of organizations working
together to achieve the goal of a fully inclusive, honest and accurate Census
for Idaho.

Goal: To exceed a 75% self-response rate

Agenda: Countdown! April 1 is National Census Day

Updates:
Federal update: Michael Hall (NRFU, MQA, PES)
City of Boise: Wayne
COMPASS: Hailey
Other CCC reports
Girl Scouts: Jayne
Faithbased: Jayne
Economic Summit: Eric
Latinx: Antonio
Tribes: Shayna and tribal representatives, PSAs
Seniors: Lupe and Wendy
SDE bookmark launch: Karli
Census in the Schools: Karli
Bookmarks: Randy
Web page: Randy
Housing: Brady Ellis
Cities and Counties: Justin and Kristin
Refugees: Lisa, Jannus
Vets: Kevin and Phillip
Dept of Labor: Georgia
HW: Shane
Post office box postcards: Wendy
Other? (maybe ACO update)

Next Meeting: April 9, 2020 Meeting: LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER, 10:00 AM